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Timeline  
Phase I Discovery:  Modeling with pattern blocks 
0 – 5 min Organization.  Students will be challenged: “see if you can find a way to use pattern 

blocks to model these rate problems.” 
5 – 20 min Discovery. Students work without direct guidance. Instructors may only prompt teams or 

individuals indirectly.  
20 – 25 min Group Discussion 1.  Criteria for moving to class wide discussion is 2/3’s of teams have 

made legitimate modeling discoveries or 20 minutes has elapsed, whichever occurs first. 
Have a team demonstrate aligning rates with units of time. Do not discuss complete 
solution, only the model. 

 
Phase II Discovery:  Formalizing model to paper-and-pencil methods 
25 – 40 min Discovery.  Students will be challenged: “See if you can identify all rates in the problem, 

and see if you can write an accurate equation for the problem.” 
40 – 50 min Group Discussion 2.  Criteria for moving to class wide discussion is that 40 minutes of 

total time has elapsed. Goal is for 2 – 3 teams to have discovered reasonable ways to 
formalize from the pattern blocks. Have a 3-person team demonstrate, with one person 
using the pattern blocks and overhead while the other writes equations on the board. Do 
NOT solve final equation (W = rT * t, with “t” uknown), but make sure class understands 
how to set it up. Describe it’s formal solution verbally, but do not demonstrate on board. 

 
Phase III Discovering:  Generalizing to problems not easily modeled with pattern blocks 
50 – 70 min Teams will return to work, attempting to complete as many practice problems as possible 

in next 20 minutes. As groups progress, instructors will prompt individual teams to 
attempt two “harder” problems, one’s that cannot be easily modeled with pattern blocks, 
suggesting they try to use the same method they’ve developed earlier. Goal: have half 
the teams attempting the “harder” problems before discovery time ends. 

70 – 85 min Posttest. 
 
Discovery Learning Notes  
To “force” less eavesdropping on others’ good ideas, teams will be instructed to start on one of two 
equivalent problems. During Phase I discovery, legitimate prompts include “that’s an interesting idea Ana 
has,” or in response to question “that’s a good idea – see if you can make it work.” Teachers will signal 
encouragingly any group that moves towards an interesting (and mathematically correct) idea. 
 
The key discovery for Phase I  is to align rates with time (see below), and to realize that the combined rate 
of work completed is simply the sum of the two individual rates. We expect at least 1/3 of groups to 
devise some (possibly incomplete) version of the method below for aligning the rates with time. An 
overhead transparency will be ready for instructor to provide the team that demonstrates their attempted 
modeling. This will “guide” teams to develop a similar structural approach. 
 
In Phase 2 , the important discovery is that the individual rates must be summed to an overall rate to set 
up the “final” equation. A secondary discovery is how the rates represented by the pattern blocks would 
be written formally as equations, with each correctly labeled. Subscript notation is not required but will be 
suggested by teachers, where appropriate. 
 
Not all teams will progress to Phase 3, but the important discovery here is how to extend the method to 
work with all fractional types, not just those easily modeled by pattern blocks. 



 
Aligning Rates with Time  
For a problem with rates of 1/2 and 1/3, we would expect teams to discover something similar to this for 
modeling the problem: 
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Above, the overall rate is 5/6, found by exchanging 3 green triangles for the red trapezoid and two green 
triangles for the blue rhombus. 
 
Rubric for Scoring Success on Assessment Problems  
[Example Problem] Joe and Kelly have a lawn-mowing business in their neighborhood where all the 
lawns are roughly the same size. Joe can finish 2 lawns every 3 hours, while Kelly can finish 3 lawns 
every 4 hours. How long will it take them to finish 17 lawns together? 
 
Solution  
IR:  Identifying “Individual Rates” 

For Joe:  rJ = 2/3   Note: Correct labeling can occur without subscripts. 
 For Kelly:  rK = 3/4   Person and rate should be ID’d. 
 
CR: Calculating “Combined Rate”  Note: for pattern blocks, informal identification as “two 

rT = 2/3 + 3/4 = 17/12   blue rhombi and 3 brown trapezoids” or “a yellow 
hexagon and 5 purple triangles” is fine.    

 
CT: Calculating Total 
 17 Lawns = ( 17/12 lawns / hr ) * t , or 12 hours. 
 
Task 0 Pts 1 Pt 2 Pts 3 Pts 4 Pts 

IR No rates identified 
correctly 

One rate identified 
correctly 

EITHER both rates 
identified correctly OR 

one rate identified 
correctly and correctly 

labeled 

Both rates 
correctly 

identified but 
incorrectly 

labeled 

Both rates 
correctly 

identified and 
correctly 
labeled 

CR 
No reasonable 

attempt made to 
combine/sum rates 

Incorrect attempt to 
combine rates (ex: 

multiplying) 

Correct attempt to 
sum rates, but error in 

process 

Correct process 
and result from 
summing rates 

Correct rate 
identified as 
total rate for 
joint effort 

CT 
No attempt made to 

multiply/divide by 
rate 

Incorrect attempt 
made to 

multiply/divide by 
rate 

Correct answer to 
problem   

Score  Total points 
earned (out of 10) 

 


